CLASS OF 2024

AXELLE MIEL

Major: Political Science
Minor: Music

Music Mentor(s):
Harry Davidson, Hsiao-Mei Ku

Biddle Highlight:
Post-DSO concert receptions, doing work at the Music library (favorite library on campus!), walking past practice rooms and always seeing a friend :)

Staying involved with music has enriched my life at Duke in unimaginable ways, and I will always cherish my time here. An enormous thank you to everyone at the Music Department who has seen and helped me grow throughout the past 4 years!

Future Pathway:
I hope to work in international development research/policy for a few years before going to grad school!

Advice to Future Music Majors/Minors:
Do one thing to deepen your craft, but also allow yourself to try out something you’ve never done before without any stakes, like learning a new instrument or taking a course that sounds interesting. My musical activities have been some of most diverse and encouraging environments I’ve ever been in at Duke and I don’t regret a single one.